
OFFSHORE LOGISTICS 
AND HEAVY LIFT 
SPECIALISTS



“OUR MARINE HERITAGE 
GIVES US THE ADVANTAGE: 
EXPERIENCE, EQUIPMENT 
AND AN INNOVATION-BASED 
APPROACH TO SPECIALIST 
OFFSHORE LOGISTICS
Nigel Fletcher, CEO
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The oil, gas and low carbon 
industries set high standards. As 
critical assets need shipping in or 
out, specialist offshore logistics are 
more in demand. It pays dividends 
to choose a logistics partner with 
embedded expertise, a flexible 
approach – the determination to 
adapt our way of working so that it 
adds value to your project – and the 
right inventory.

• • Load outs, load ins, decommissioning at 
scale. 

• • Cable logistics – support, delivery, and 
installation worldwide. 

• • Nearshore supply projects. Support for 
subsea construction of all kinds.

We now have the UK’s largest fleet of flat-
top barges. More recently, we’ve added 
specialist equipment to our inventory – a 
bespoke cabling carousel, for example. 
Our marine engineers can collaborate with 
your teams to plan and manage the most 
ingenious ways of transporting heavy assets 
and challenging, abnormal loads by sea or 
in-land waterways.

OFFSHORE EXPERIENCE 
AND EQUIPMENT
THE UK’S LARGEST, INDEPENDENTLY OWNED 
FLEET OF OFFSHORE BARGES
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Working with Osprey, you’ll be 
supported by an experienced 
team of naval architects, marine 
engineers, operators, planners and 
sector specialists. For 25 years, 
we’ve been delivering critical 
infrastructure on time and on 
budget, offshore. We don’t believe 
in breaking good habits.

We’ve worked in the upstream, midstream 
and downstream sectors of oil and gas 
for many years – and this marine heritage 
brings you a significant advantage. Add to 
that, our experience with all kinds of low 
carbon assets (we have transported and 
engineered every component of an offshore 
wind farm) and you have specialist offshore 
logistics you can depend on.

INNOVATION IN ACTION
THE ‘OSPREY WAY OF WORKING’ EMBODIES OUR EXPERTISE 
WE FIND BETTER WAYS TO DELIVER YOUR ASSETS, 
ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE

We add value to every project, 
simply by drawing on previous 
experience. Often, we’ll suggest 
an innovative, more efficient way of 
doing things, which delivers better 
results, faster. Osprey’s barge teams 
have been setting the standards for 
25 years too, with fully-engineered 
and resourced RORO, LOLO, and 
FLOFLO solutions, including all sea 
fastening design and fabrication as 
necessary.

Prioritising QHSE, we see each 
offshore project as a series of 
exciting challenges, just waiting 
to be overcome by using the right 
combination of owner-operated 
equipment and expertise. 
Sometimes, all it takes is a healthy 
dose of common sense to find a 
simple solution for the most complex 
problems. This is the Osprey Way 
of Working, or O-WOW for short. It’s 
taken us 25 years to develop the way 
we work and the benefits of working 
‘better, together’ just keep growing 
in value.
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Every project has its moments. If there’s 
something we need to get the job done, or a 
solution isn’t obvious with the inventory we 
have, then our teams will find a new way to 
solve that problem. 

Or, if we’re confident of providing a better 
alternative, we’ll put a new piece of kit into our 
roster; adapt what we have; or re-invent the 
‘usual’ way of doing something completely. 
Owner-operated transport and equipment 
makes all the difference in these situations.

The two things we won’t change are our 
people and our focus on QHSE. Many of 
Osprey’s team have been with us for 25 
years, safely and securely bringing the 
‘Osprey Way of Working’ to life. We take 
pride in sharing all of that expertise with 
you, helping you to cut costs and time 
without cutting corners. It’s how we deliver 
unexpected value from the outset. 

“WHEN YOU NEED THE 
RIGHT EQUIPMENT 
OPERATED BY THE 
RIGHT TEAM, WE ARE 
THE TEAM TO CHOOSE
John O’Connor, 
Commercial Director
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HELPING YOU TO FIND THE BEST SOLUTION
Improving the scope and scale of what we can 
achieve by working better, together.

USING THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT, SAFELY
We’ve built up an impressive offshore inventory and 
accumulated 25 years of QHSE knowledge.

FOCUSING ON FAMILY VALUES
We’re proud of our family values, they keep us 
focused on bringing out the best in each other.

FINDING INNOVATION, EVERYWHERE
Often, the right solution is the simplest one. 
Sometimes, we develop bespoke approaches.

COLLABORATING THROUGHOUT
Drawing on experience, sharing our knowledge,  
we always try to deliver unexpected value.

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
Naval architects; mechanical, marine & civil 
engineers; project managers combine to deliver our 
multi-mode solutions.

ON TIME. ON BUDGET. SAFELY. EVERY TIME. 
We work the same way you do, treating your assets 
just as if they were our own.
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“OUR OFFSHORE TEAMS 
UNDERSTAND THE 
IMPORTANCE OF DEMANDING 
OFFSHORE SCHEDULES – 
WE’LL BRING ASSETS IN ON 
TIME, EVERY TIME
Pete Fletcher, 
Business Development Director
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www.osprey.group

hello@osprey.group
+44 (0)1275 460 608

twitter @ospreytweets
Linkedin @osprey-shipping-ltd
Facebook @ospreygroup
vimeo @ospreygroup


